Billion (They/Them/She/Her)

1. A Taiwanese, I am from a civic tech community in Taiwan
2. I fight against disinformation
3. I like doodling
Cofacts

1. Collaborative fact checking, and -s means plurality, we have developed fact checking chatbot

2. In 2016, we combated disinformation regarding marriage equality; for these year, we have been fighting against false contents in closing chat rooms.

3. We provide open data and source code for those who are interested in information environment and social engagement
Community building among civic tech

**About**
I will talk about how we motivate volunteer for contributing in decentralized technology community

**Format**
a lightning talk (7:00 + 2 min Q & A)

**Support you need**
Welcome anyone who are organizing a community your own. Open to co-facilitate the session with another experienced host or panel discussion speaker!!
Asia the first
I have dinner in Izakaya often

I like pudding, just as this photo. I would have it twice a week.
Your hope and expectation at Camps

This could be the knowledge, skills, and experience you hope to gain by attending

- Cyber security management knowledge
- New topic and discussion
- Friendship and good memory
Your call to action here

For example: A invitation for collaboration, a request for partners/resources/projects, a call for people with specific knowledge/expertise, or someone who'd like to join a discussion, etc

+ Collaboration on disinformation defending

+ Gender equality campaign discussion

+ Democracy campaign
Billion Lee
Cofounder/Director
Cofacts
Discord: #billiontw
E: billion4444@gmail.com